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Subway Guide to Tokyo: Take the Right Line, Get Off at the Right
Station, and Find the Best Exit!
Anyone whos ever ventured into the
subway system of Tokyo knows its like
being lost in a maze. The overwhelming
sense of hopelessness-which direction to
go, which lines to take, where to buy the
tickets, etc.-can thoroughly annoy and
throw one off, especially someone who
cant speak or read Japanese.Help is at hand
with the publication of this tremendous
little guidebook. It is a wonderful booster
for those who need to make sense of the
confusing and multifaceted Tokyo subway
system.
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7 Tokyo Rail Hacks The Expats Guide to Japan Oct 8, 2014 Thus, the examples will use stations and trains used in
the city, and If you go out of Tokyo, there are different subway systems, like the Yokohama subway and the Nagoya
subway. If youre transferring, you have to find the corresponding transfer line . How do I know Im on the right JR
platform? Signs Tokyo Metro How to Use the Subway Aug 18, 2015 Shinjuku Station is the busiest train station in
the world! Find out how to get to the South Exit and how to transfer to other lines on the next Shinjuku Station Wikipedia Take the Right Line, Get Off at the Right Station, and Find the Best Exit! This guide covers destinations
that are within walking distance from subway stations, JR Shinjuku Station: A Beginners Guide MATCHA JAPAN Apr 16, 2015 These three subway lines are connected inside ticket gate. You can transfer among subway trains
without exit station. But you need to exit Tokyo Narita Airport Travel guide at Wikivoyage Best value: Keisei
Access Express running through to Toei Asakusa subway. There are three train lines from Narita and all will get you
into Tokyo. the airport, Terminals 1 & 2 have their own stations and it is imperative that you get off at the right one.
Taking a train through the Sky Access route between the Airport and Tokyo/Akihabara - Wikitravel Find a map to
Keio Plaza Hotel Tokyo which is conveniently located in Shinjuku From Haneda Airport, take the Keikyu Line to
Shinagawa Station and If you are taking the Metropolitan Expressway, get off at the Shinjuku exit of and turn right,
continue driving another 200 meters and the Keio Plaza Hotel is on your left. Tokyo: 10 Things to Do 1. Tsukiji Fish
Market - TIME Spend a whole day shopping without going out in the rain! Right past this exit, visitors can enjoy
shopping for a range of products from food to fashion First Avenue Tokyo Station is outside of the Yaesu Underground
Central Exit. If you head towards the North Exit, you will find the Tokyo Daimaru, which has been Tokyo station
guide. How to change the trains - Nov 22, 2015 The following is a guide on how to use trains and subways in Japan.
Find your destination and the corresponding fare on the map above the Ticket vending machines with map of lines and
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stations Wait for passengers to exit before entering the train. Off-limit Island to become World Heritage Site. Japan
Rail Pass user guide. How to use JR Pass to its maximum Check out best place to eat sushi while you are in Tokyo,
Japan! Take the Tokyo Metro Hibiya Line to the Tsukiji Station. Walk about 5 minutes until the reach Shibuya Station
Map Finding Your Way Shibuya Station Your best bet for getting around Tokyo is to take the subway or Japan
sights, shops, and nightlife venues listed in this guide, Ive included both the nearest station . Taking the right exit can
make a world of difference, especially in Shinjuku, just before the exit wicket insert your ticket to find out how much
more you owe, Subway Guide to Tokyo: Take the Right Line, Get Off at the Right - Google Books Result Guide
on how to find the right exit for your destination after getting off the train as well as how to transfer to other subway
lines. Finding the Fare Gate to Exit Fare Adjustment Exiting the Fare Gate Finding Your Exit About the Symbols at
Stations After inserting the difference, take your ticket and pass through the fare gate. Tokyo Books JapanVisitor
Japan Travel Guide You can also download convenient Tokyo Metro Guide in Japanese, English, Korean, and Chinese
Click here for Route/Station Information and Fare/Transfer Search of Tokyo Metro Line Guide on how to find the right
exit for your destination after getting off the train as well as how to transfer to other subway lines. Subway Guide to
Tokyo: Take the Right Line, Get Off at the Right Dec 16, 2015 It takes 85 minutes from Shinjuku to
Hakone-Yumoto station for 2,080 yen (1,190 yen fare 35 bus stop is right by the B17 exit of the subway.
Hamamtsucho station guide. How to trasnsfer JR, Tokyo Monorail Sep 24, 2015 While finding the cheapest
transport to get from Narita to Tokyo is a worthy quest use Narita as their base of operations for domestic flights out of
Tokyo. However, since Narita Airport is not right in the middle of Tokyo (like the quick access to JR Lines or Ginza
Station so you can jump on the subway. Getting off the Narita Express, could you please advise on the best Buy
Subway Guide to Tokyo: Take the Right Line, Get Off at the Right Station, and Find the Best Exit! on ? FREE
SHIPPING on qualified orders. Taking the train in Japan - Japan Guide Jul 31, 2013 Japan Rail Pass (a.k.a. JR Pass)
covers all JR lines throughout Japan. If you travel even round trip to Osaka from Tokyo, price of 7 days . After you get
off the train, as long as you dont exit the station, your . But you need to take subway, city bus and/or other Non JR
railways. .. Take the way to right Japans Train Lines Simplified: Tokyo JR, Metro & Subway Guide Jan 9, 2015
All you need to know about Tokyos Japan Rail (JR), Metro and Subway is This guide will cover the whole process:
getting to the station, buying to exit the metro section that is, insert your ticket or use your IC card to get by selecting
the button that says English, usually in the top left or right corner. How to navigate Tokyos train system - Lonely
Planet Jun 20, 2012 If you get on Tokaido/Sanyo Shikansen from Tokyo station Yaesu side, you can use Only
Nihonbashi exit can be used for all Shikansen lines. Take the way to right and follow the sign Marunouchi Underground
Central Exit. Please remember to go to Yaesu South and find the way to Keiyo line tracks. 3 Easy Ways to Get From
Shinjuku to Hakone MATCHA - JAPAN There are plenty of sushi counters here, but to find best ones, you need to
wend your To get there, walk in from the gate, with the fruit and vegetable market on your right, pass the off-limits
loading zone To help get your bearings, click on this map. You can also take the Hibiya line of the Tokyo Metro to
Tsukiji station. 1. How to Navigate the Tokyo Subway (with Pictures) - wikiHow Feb 9, 2016 Once you get used to
the overcrowding, get to know which lines Metro map zoom But if you choose the right car for your destination, it can
really help will find a map showing the numbered train cars for every station on the line. to board the car nearest to the
exit or transfer path you need to take, Locations Keio Plaza Hotel Tokyo Shinjuku Station (???, Shinjuku-eki) is a
major railway station in Shinjuku and Shibuya wards in Tokyo, Japan. Serving as the main connecting hub for rail traffic
between Tokyos special wards and Western Tokyo on inter-city rail, commuter rail, and metro lines, the station was
used . Approximately 720,000 passengers use this section daily, which makes it the Tokyo Hotel Map & Airport
Directions Four Seasons Hotel Tokyo The Perfect Guide to Traveling by Train in Japan tsunagu Japan Tokyo
Books: find books on Tokyo, travel guides, history of Tokyo (Edo) and Tokyo states: Take the right line, get off at the
right station, and find the best exit! As a subway guide it includes information on only a few relevant JR stations. How
to Get to the Tsukiji Fish Market - The Best Japanese Sushi Heres how to ride the Tokyo subway in a few simple
steps - Plan ahead before you Some subway lines have women-only cars during the morning rush hours, so Take the
Tokyo subway map in English at your hotel desk, or in the subway stations. Going out of the station without knowing
the right exit number for your Tokyo station guide. How to change the trains - Tokyo Central Railway Station,
Chiyoda: See 2706 reviews, articles, and 1456 there to our hotel which is near the Kyobashi and Takaracho Metro line
exits. I always pay 3100 yen from Narita to Tokyo Station, which takes 70 to 90 Go to JR EAST Website and on the
Lower right on the page click the Tokyo station Map. Tokyo Metro Getting off the Subway Jun 20, 2012 First of all,
please see Tokyo station map on JR East website. Tokyo Each sides have North exit, Central exit, South exit and some
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more exits. Take the way to right and follow the sign Marunouchi Underground Central Exit. Please remember to go to
Yaesu South and find the way to Keiyo line tracks.
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